
 

2017 Business track breakout sessions 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Demystifying Artificial Intelligence (GPSBUS201) 

Speakers: Joseph Spisak | Head of AI/ML Partnerships, AWS 

    Jose Noriega | AI/ML Partner Development Manager, AWS 

In this session, we provide an overview of the artificial intelligence/machine learning landscape, discuss the current state of the industry, and 

identify new market opportunities. Partners will come away with a better understanding of the investment that AWS is making in this space, as 

well as our unique value proposition. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: AWS Partner Network 2018 and Beyond (GPSBUS203) 

Speakers: Ryan Cauthron | Head of APN Partner Program Operations, AWS 

    Mira Ayad | Head of Channel Strategy, AWS 

Join this session to learn more about 2018 AWS Partner Network Program launches and how to prepare for the upcoming changes. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Building a Profitable Next-Generation AWS MSP Practice (GPSBUS204) 

Speakers: Barbara Kessler | Global MSP Segment Lead, AWS 

                  David Lim | Head of Consulting Partners & MSPs - APAC, AWS 

    Thomas Robinson | Partner Solutions Architect – MSP Technical Lead, AWS 

Join us in this session to learn more about the evolving landscape for AWS Partners capable of providing a full lifecycle experience for their 

customers, from plan and design to build and migrate to run, operate, and optimize. We share in-depth information about the investment, 

revenue, and margin opportunities for these next-gen MSPs. We also dive into AWS services and third-party tooling to help partners along this 

journey. Partners leave this session with a clear view of new ways to optimize their AWS business, expand their customer offerings, and 

improve their profitability. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Amazon Connect: Powerful, Proven Cloud Contact Center Solution for Your Enterprise (GPSBUS205)  

Speaker: Joe Eisner | Global Segment Lead – Contact Center, AWS 

In this session, learn about Amazon Connect and how your organization can benefit from its capabilities, extensibility, and scalability. We 

explain how it’s designed to use AWS natural language understanding to provide enterprise and consumer interactions that replicate the 

experiences consumers have at home with their Echo products. Learn how to combine Amazon Connect with leading CRM, analytics, and 

workforce optimization/quality management platforms to provide a complete system of engagement and system of record for enterprises 

across all verticals and size ranges. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Best Practices for Building a Partner Database Practice on AWS (GPSBUS206) 

Speakers: Chuck Edwards | Global Head – Database Partner Programs, AWS 

    Sai Reddy Thangirala | Partner BDM – Database Services, AWS 

In this session, we walk through an overview of AWS database services. We discuss why customers choose to adopt AWS database services and 

how APN Partners can help customers by building a database practice using AWS services such as Amazon Aurora, Amazon Redshift, and 

Amazon DynamoDB. We share best practices for APN Partners to start building a successful database practice on AWS. We also talk about how 

APN Partners can use various resources offered by APN to accelerate their practice-building process. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Windows Upgrades: Hamster Wheel or Work Space Transformation Opportunity for APN Partners 

(GPSBUS207) 

Speakers: Cynthia Gallant | Global Channels & Alliances – End User Computing Segment, AWS 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSLGUIcn_2w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7MnzfHkqK1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2GtH3h-YP6E&t=8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z2_gsQYglyE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fuDREWG-dI8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vyil1x_yKKI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vyil1x_yKKI


    Carla Blickensderfer | North America Partners – End User Computing Segment, AWS 

The availability of the latest Windows upgrades is intersecting with the "Cloud as the New Normal" market trend, forcing customers to face a 

crossroad in how best to deliver end user services as the digital work space evolves. In this session, learn about the solutions for desktop and 

application streaming from AWS and our leading technology partners that can empower customers to focus on end user service innovation, 

while improving ongoing security and operations. We highlight best practices of customers and APN Consulting Partners who turn their latest 

Windows upgrade cycle into an opportunity for work space transformation. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Customer Insights: Are DevOps Transformation and Workload Migrations Always Better Together? 

(GPSBUS208) 

Speaker: Bina Khimani | Global Head – Infrastructure Segments, AWS 

It’s not always straightforward for our customers to go through DevOps transformation while they migrate their workloads into AWS. DevOps 

partners can help customers transform their workloads during their migration journey. This creates a unique opportunity for our DevOps 

partners to expand their business beyond DevOps to Cloud Migration. We will discuss various opportunities DevOps consulting and Technology 

partners can leverage to help customers, and grow their business. We will also share compelling business reasons for customers to consider 

DevOps transformation while migrating specific workloads to AWS. We also explain unique situations where it is not beneficial to do both at 

the same time. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Cloud-Based RegTech Solutions on AWS (GPSBUS209) 

Speakers: Nitin Gupta | APN Leader – Financial Services, AWS 

    Sid Nangia | Sr. Partner Development Manager – Financial Services, AWS 

With recent reports that banks face a regulatory change every 12 minutes, it’s no wonder firms increasingly look to automate compliance and 

reduce operational risk. By leveraging the latest technology advances—including cognitive computing, enhanced analytics, digital identities, big 

data, and the cloud—they hope to reduce their compliance burdens and free human and financial capital for more productive uses. Today's 

cutting-edge approaches offer advantages for agility, speed, and ease of integration. In this session, we dive deeper into the cloud-based RegTech 

solutions that are available on AWS. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: BI and Interoperability for Better Patient Outcomes (GPSBUS210) 

Speaker:  Oxana K. Pickeral, Ph.D., MBA | Global Segment Leader – Healthcare & Life Sciences, AWS 

Across the Healthcare & Life Sciences sector, we’re working to support better consumer and business decisions with innovative technologies. 

Many factors lead to improved patient outcomes. Ease of access to health information via voice, improved connectivity between disparate health 

data repositories, infusion of real-world data into R&D for new medical products—these are just a few examples where customers and partners 

innovate with AWS. Come learn from our partners as they share both their business insights and the design patterns that make these solutions 

work. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Edge Intelligence for IoT Applications (GPSBUS211) 

Speakers: Dr. Josef Waltl | Global Segment Leader – Industrial Software, AWS 

    Joseph Zaloker | North America IoT Segment Leader, AWS 

The Internet of Things (IoT) keeps evolving, and there’s a critical need for high-speed data processing, analytics, and reduced latency at the edge. 

Meeting the needs of these systems that leverage a distributed architecture to bring compute resources to the edge and the cloud is essential. 

A cloud-only model might not be applicable for time-sensitive operations or where network connectivity is poor. Also, connecting every device 

to the cloud and sending raw data over the internet can have privacy, security, and legal implications, especially for sensitive data. Learn how 

AWS extends AWS Greengrass to devices, so they can act locally on data and use the cloud for management, analytics, and durable storage. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Are Migration Tools a Puzzle or Perfect Lego Blocks? (GPSBUS212) 

Speakers: Kalpan Raval | Global Lead – Migration Tooling Segment, AWS 

    Andy Furner | Global Lead – Partner Migration Program, AWS 

The AWS Migration tooling segment team has invented migration tool packages that serve three key business objectives. First, technology choice, 

using competent tools from our ecosystem and AWS migration platform, with a tool recommender that help customers identify the right tools 

to achieve their business objectives. Next, speed of procurement, with "Single click" to procure the tools right from AWS Marketplace. Finally, 

the cost of migration, with highly discounted tools that reduce the cost of migration by 25 - 30%. In this session, we explain how our customers 

and SI partners can leverage these packages to enable the frictionless migration of thousands of workloads into AWS. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Success in the Public Sector Market (GPSBUS213) 

Speakers: Kristine Henley | Manager Public Sector Partner Program, AWS 

    Jane Lacy | Sr. Manager Public Sector Partners, AWS 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cAPoGQQvNEk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cAPoGQQvNEk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7l5_sMnULw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iHWICmwrIuA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDppo9fm6KY&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c6s3_Vszyb4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FpxhNXVL6Fw


Interested in developing your AWS Partner Network (APN) partner business with government, education, and nonprofit customers? Join us to 

learn more about partner opportunities in the public sector. Hear best practices and success stories, and learn about available APN tools, training, 

and benefits. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Key Considerations for Cloud Procurement in the Public Sector (GPSBUS214) 

Speakers: Jane Lacy | WWPS Partner Team, AWS 

     David DeBrandt | WWPS Capture/BD Team, AWS 

Interested in understanding best practices for cloud procurement in the public sector? We cover how AWS partners can guide and educate 

public sector organizations to effectively access the full benefits of the cloud. Topics include best practices for pricing, governance, security, 

terms and conditions, and buying frameworks. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Maximize Innovation and Agility by Building Your SaaS Solution on AWS (GPSBUS215) 

Speakers: Andrew Sullivan | SaaS Business Development Lead, AWS 

    Emily Tyack | Head of SaaS Partner Programs, AWS 

Partners increasingly look to a Software as a Service (SaaS) delivery model for products to respond to customer demand, improve operational 

efficiency, increase agility, and expand market and global reach. AWS provides a low-cost, reliable, and secure foundation to use as you build 

and deliver SaaS solutions to your customers. The AWS Partner Network (APN) helps you build a successful AWS-based business by providing 

valuable business, technical, marketing, and go-to-market (GTM) support. In this session, we discuss what a typical journey to SaaS on AWS 

looks like, and all of the AWS and APN resources and benefits available to you in every stage. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Applying AI/ML to Find Security Needles in the Haystack (GPSBUS216) 

Speakers: Rohit Gupta | Global Ecosystem Leader – Security Ecosystem, AWS 

                   Patrick McDowell | Partner Solutions Architect – Security, AWS 

Security is about visibility and control. It starts with getting visibility (collecting as much data as possible about your environment), then 

deciding what is worth alarming versus what is a distraction. A classic case of finding needles in the haystack. AWS Partners can leverage highly 

scalable, machine learning (ML) services to process large amounts of log, event, flow, and other data to build AWS–specific security solutions 

that scale. Pass the undifferentiated heavy lifting to AWS so you can focus on your core value proposition! This session helps AWS Partners 

understand what services are available and applicable for building security solutions, and provides use cases to help accelerate adoption. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: AWS Partner Training: The Key to Accelerating Your Business (GPSBUS218) 

Speakers: Vivek Chhabria | Sr. Manager Global Partner Training, AWS 

    Dan Masters | Global Partner Enablement, AWS 

Data shows that APN Partners who invest in AWS Training drive incremental revenue and accelerate customer adoption of AWS. In this session, 

learn how investments in AWS Training can help you drive more business, while solving customer challenges quicker. Learn about improvements 

we’re making to AWS Partner Training, including new learning paths for technical and business roles. In addition, hear from APN Partners on 

how AWS Training benefits them and their customers. We provide training resources and best practices that you can take back to your partner 

organization. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Get AWS Certified: Using AWS Certification as a Tool for Your Success (GPSBUS219) 

Speakers: Kevin Kelly | Global Head of AWS Certifications, AWS 

     Vivek Chhabria | Senior Manager – Global Partner Training, AWS 

    Dan Masters | Global Partner Training Program Manager, AWS 

AWS Certification builds personal and partner credibility and provides value to customer engagements. Partners earn multiple AWS 

certifications to differentiate themselves, which drives substantially more revenue. In this session, learn about the types of certifications 

offered, the path to getting certified, and the benefits you can earn after passing an exam. Hear best practices on aligning certifications with 

your goals. Get tips for achieving AWS Certification and get your questions answered. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Refactor and Replatform .NET Apps to Use the Latest Microsoft SQL Server Release on AWS and 

Beyond (GPSBUS220) 

Speaker: Brian Lewis | Solutions Architect, AWS 

Developers and architects migrating Microsoft enterprise applications to AWS can leverage new tools and services to implement DevOps best 

practices identified and developed by AWS solutions architects and service teams. Learn about architectural best practices and AWS services 

such as AWS CodeBuild and AWS CodeDeploy, focusing on the .NET environment. Get examples of using the latest SQL Server release on 

Amazon EC2 or Amazon RDS, or on other database offerings native to AWS, like Amazon Aurora or serverless environments. Hear how an APN 

Partner took a global retail customer’s ecommerce engine and SQL Server–based data platform from on premises to the AWS Cloud in just 

weeks. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VDIbro6tmXc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KxR7vQqNww8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xo9-SQB08BY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uBO5ZOXJXkY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d2Px6xYyu-Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JnvPL3Yk8fA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JnvPL3Yk8fA


AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Breaking Barriers: Move Enterprise SAP Customers to SAP HANA on AWS in Record Speed 

(GPSBUS221) 

Speaker: Steven Jones | Director Solutions Architecture, AWS 

Migrating mission-critical SAP workloads to AWS allows enterprises to realize business benefits quickly and securely without a significant 

upfront investment. Today, customers are turning capital expense into operating expense at a record pace and are accelerating business 

processes and efficiency for less than the cost of a week at a beach resort. Learn how other SAP customers are removing risk and testing their 

SAP migrations and upgrades for low cost to jumpstart their SAP projects for low cost. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: SAP on AWS: Big Businesses, Big Workloads, Big Time (GPSBUS222) 

Speaker: Bas Kamphuis | General Manager SAP, AWS 

Learn how SAP customers are running mission-critical workloads on AWS. An amazing number of enterprise customers are moving their entire 

SAP landscapes, including production environments, to AWS to increase business agility and reduce costs. British Petroleum, Kellogg’s, and 

Lionsgate are examples of enterprise customers running their core businesses on AWS today. Learn how we guide Fortune 50 companies as 

they rapidly adopt emerging technologies and accelerate greater innovation with the AWS Cloud. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Starting Out with the AWS Partner Network (GPSBUS223) 

Speakers: John Enoch | Business Development Manager, AWS 

    Grant Irons | APN Enablement Leader, AWS 

Join this session to learn why you should join the AWS Partner Network (APN). Hear best practices to take advantage of all that the APN has to 

offer. 

2017 Technical track breakout sessions 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Building an Artificial Intelligence Practice for Consulting Partners (GPSTEC201) 

Speakers: Matt McClean | Solutions Architect, AWS 

    Robert Munro | VP Machine Learning, Crowdflower 

Companies around the world are looking at using artificial intelligence and machine learning to launch new innovative products and services 

and to drive efficiencies via automation in their businesses. Come to this session to understand why you should consider building an AI/ML 

practice in your consulting company. Learn the importance of having strong data engineering skills, including data annotation, and get some 

tips on building a data science team that can deliver customer projects. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Anti-Patterns: Learning from Failure (GPSTEC302) 

Speakers: Allen Brown | Sr. Manager – Solutions Architecture, AWS 

   Mike Ruiz | Partner Solutions Architecture, AWS 

How does a practice become a "best" practice? How does a pattern become an "anti" pattern? As always, experience is the best teacher. As 

Partner Solution Architects, we receive a lot of partner feedback on how practices and design patterns work—and occasionally fail to work—in 

the real world. We use this feedback to inform our recommendations and reference architectures. In this session, we explore a representative 

set of real-life "failures." We look at what these failures have to teach us about design and how to prioritize remediation of known issues. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Blockchain and the Road to Innovation (GPSTEC303) 

Speaker: Ale Flores | Solutions Architect – Blockchain, AWS 

For many, Blockchain has been a black box with little standardization on how to use the technology. The need to understand a multitude of 

protocols, consortiums, and services, along with their strengths and weaknesses, makes it difficult to select the best option for individual use 

cases. The lack of technical maturity leads to an uneasiness within the community that can negatively affect adoption. With our new 

partnerships, along with Intel, this panel discusses technology drivers that are pushing standards forward and accelerating the adoption of 

Blockchain in the AWS enterprise space. Come join us for a closer look at what Blockchain is doing for several industries and their use cases. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Shipping with Porpoise, a Kubernetes Story (GPSTEC304) 

Speaker: Chris Hein | Partner Solutions Architect, AWS 

You've gotten up and running with containers, and now you're trying to understand how to take them to production. In this session, we deep-

dive into tools that help you build and manage development and production clusters. We explore CI/CD pipelines that test your code and scan 

for vulnerabilities, use Docker multistage builds to efficiently use resources, monitor your network, debug issues in development, and monitor 

your applications as they go to production. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0s-d1XIl6js
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0s-d1XIl6js
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tulwX98YFWc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M6BOGG--qE4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tSIG8ns7t_o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5h4uUNOxmYY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z29SCJQfBmM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sj99RdqI-as


AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Machine Learning in Capital Markets (GPSTEC305) 

Speakers: Frank Tarsillo | HIS Markit 

    Peter Williams | Financial Services, AWS 

Financial services companies are using machine learning to reduce fraud, streamline processes, and improve their bottom line. AWS provides 

tools that help them easily use AI tools like MXNet and Tensor Flow to perform predictive analytics, clustering, and more advanced data 

analyses. In this session, hear how IHS Markit has used machine learning on AWS to help global banking institutions manage their commodities 

portfolios. Learn how Amazon Machine Learning can take the hassle out of AI. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Continuous Compliance for Healthcare and Life Sciences (GPSTEC306) 

Speakers: Aaron Friedman | Partner Solutions Architect, AWS 

    Chris Whalley | APN Compliance Lead, AWS 

Healthcare and life sciences companies often have to adhere to specific regulatory requirements, such as GxP or HIPAA. The ability to treat your 

application environment as code on AWS lets you iterate faster while adhering to the appropriate regulatory frameworks. In this session, we 

discuss how DevOps principles can help you achieve your compliance requirements by validating your infrastructure in the same way that you 

do software. In particular, we discuss common compliance principles, demonstrate how to translate from policies to technical controls, and 

highlight how our partners are building for GxP and HIPAA. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Too Many Tools? Amazon EC2 Systems Manager Bridges Operational Models (GPSTEC307) 

Speaker: Brian Lewis | Solutions Architect, AWS 

Come see first-hand how Amazon EC2 Systems Manager can help you manage your servers at scale with the agility and security you need in 

today's dynamic cloud-enabled world. To be truly agile, you need a way to define and track system configurations, prevent drift, and maintain 

software compliance. At the same time, you need to collect software inventory, apply OS patches, automate your system image maintenance, 

and configure anything in the OSs of your EC2 instances and on-premises servers. Amazon EC2 Systems Manager does all of that and more for 

both Linux and Windows systems. In this session, learn about the seven services that make up Amazon EC2 Systems Manager and see them in 

action. No matter if you are managing 10 or 10,000 instances, see how you can manage your systems, increasing your agility and security with 

EC2 Systems Manager. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: SaaS Metrics: The Ultimate View of Tenant Consumption (GPSTEC308) 

Speaker:  Tod Golding | Partner Solutions Architect, Global SaaS Technology Lead, AWS 

SaaS architects must always have their finger on the pulse of tenant consumption. Understanding the patterns for tenant consumption provides 

both business and technical teams the data they need to make sound decisions about product packaging, metering, and tiering. Of course, 

building a robust model for analyzing and attributing tenant consumption can be tricky. In this session, we look at specific strategies for 

capturing, aggregating, and associating consumption with tenants in a multitenant, shared resource model. We touch on common patterns and 

strategies that are used to instrument and publish metrics spanning compute, storage, and so on. We also look at how tools and models that 

can be used to correlate consumption with AWS spend. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: SaaS Monitoring - Creating a Unified View of Multitenant Health featuring New Relic (GPSTEC309) 

Speakers: Judah Bernstein | Partner Solutions Architect, AWS 

    Kevin Downs | Senior Cloud Architect, New Relic 

Supporting a multitenant environment requires a robust management and monitoring strategy. SaaS operations teams require tools and views 

of system health that enable them to analyze and diagnose both multitenant and tenant-centric issues. The goal of this session is to identify 

specific strategies and tools that can be combined to support the unique set of operational challenges that SaaS providers face. In this session, 

we look at how analytics, consumption, and application metrics can correlate tenant activity with system health to proactively identify and 

troubleshoot issues. We also explore techniques for monitoring and managing different SaaS tenant isolation models, such as silo, pool, and so 

on. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: IAM Best Practices and Becoming an IAM Ninja (GPSTEC310) 

Speakers:  Scott Ward | Solutions Architect, AWS 

      Pat McDowell | Solutions Architect, AWS 

Identity & Access Management is the foundation that all AWS services require to function and perform any action. Mastering IAM is the skill set 

you need in your arsenal so that you can provide best-in-breed services through your application or services to your customers. This session 

shows you best practices for IAM, the latest service additions, and advanced automation techniques to become a certified IAM ninja. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Enhancing Customer Security Using AI/ML on AWS (GPSTEC311) 

Speaker: Pratap Ramamurthy | Partner Solutions Architect, AWS 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rxubnLJMCB0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F1nMQPDSrD4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gd05wJ39acE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X2SgoAl1vK8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sOxFooDdZE4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ASqZAQ7X0lg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0QVVognrQo4


Data exfiltration—also called data extrusion, data exportation, or data theft—is the unauthorized transfer of data. It is a very serious challenge 

to business because attackers go after business critical or highly confidential data. Data exfiltration can be done manually by a person, or 

automated using scripts. Attack sophistication increases by the day. Signature-based techniques to defend against attacks are limited and 

cannot protect against zero-day attacks. To counter this, we use machine learning (ML) techniques. ML is effective at solving many problems in 

computer vision, robotics, etc., and is increasingly used in security. Learn an ML technique called anomaly detection, and other state-of-the-art 

techniques to identify data exfiltration attempts. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: SAP HANA HA on AWS: Preventing Production Face Palms (GPSTEC312) 

Speakers: Brian Griffin | SAP Cloud Architect, AWS Professional Services 

   Somckit Khemmanivanh | SAP Solutions Architect 

AWS provides a suite of services and tools to deploy business-critical SAP HANA workloads on the AWS Cloud. In this session, we discuss how 

you can use AWS services, native SAP HANA high availability (HA) tools, and third-party software to achieve HA for SAP HANA systems on the 

AWS Cloud. We review multiple options that use different AWS features, Availability Zones, and global regions, and discuss the pros, cons, and 

related costs of each option. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Real-Time Data Processing with AWS Lambda Quickly, at Scale, and What Comes Next? (GPSTEC313) 

Speaker: Juan Villa | Partner Solutions Architect, AWS 

Real-time data processing is a powerful technique that allows businesses to make agile automated decisions. This process is particularly 

powerful when applied to workloads like security, analyzing access logs, parsing audit logs, and monitoring API activity to detect behavior 

anomalies. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: From Monolithic to Serverless – Why and How to Move (GPSTEC314) 

Speakers: Ian Scofield | Partner Solutions Architect, AWS 

    Paras Bhuva | Partner Solutions Architect, AWS 

Is your customer worried about scaling their monolithic application for an upcoming major event and has a tight timeline? Maybe it's time you 

recommend moving their application to a microservices architecture. In this session, we explore how to convert a monolithic application to a 

microservices model by using AWS serverless services such as AWS Lambda, Amazon API Gateway, and Amazon DynamoDB. We step through 

the common architectural changes in moving to a microservices structure, and we discuss how to manage your application at scale. We also 

demonstrate a web application built using AWS serverless services. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Optimizing Tips: Amazon Redshift for Cloud Data Warehousing (GPSTEC315) 

Speakers:  Mike Kalberer | Solutions Architect, AWS 

    Anupam Mishra | Principal Solutions Architect, AWS 

Amazon Redshift is a fully managed, petabyte-scale data warehouse service in the cloud. A proper data model is an integral part of an optimal 

Amazon Redshift deployment. It allows you to scale efficiently in a cost-effective manner to meet your increasing demand. In this session, I offer 

tips to help you optimize your Amazon Redshift deployment. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Image management Best Practices for Amazon WorkSpaces (GPSTEC316) 

Speakers: Justin Bradley | Specialized Solutions Architect, AWS 

    Andrew Kloman | Partner Solutions Architect, AWS 

       Ray Dusseault | Director of Cloud & Application Strategy, Liquidware 

Desktop and Application Streaming solutions provide the "last mile” between users and their applications and data. In this session, we will 

review the elements and benefits of the layered desktop image, application dependencies, and lifecycle management of desktops. Liquidware 

Labs, an APN partner, will showcase their toolset that helps customers deploy on AWS with ease. This deep dive on desktop image 

management for Amazon WorkSpaces will focus on enterprise organizations migrating to the cloud and will benefit engineers and system 

administrators that are new to this space as well as experienced architects with existing deployments on AWS. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: From Leaves to Lawns: AWS Greengrass at the Edge and Beyond (GPSTEC317) 

Speakers:  Richard Elberger | Partner Solutions Architect – IoT, AWS 

     Alex González | Engineering Supervisor, Digi International 

AWS Greengrass provides a wide range of opportunities from IoT gateway applications to building systems like those with micro service 

architectures. In this session, we first evaluate how AWS Greengrass fits into OEM, ODM, and IT service delivery models. We then wade into a 

gentle overview of AWS Greengrass and how it interoperates with AWS IoT and other AWS services. We walk through several key AWS Greengrass 

distributed architectures. Next, to help you accelerate your solution using AWS Greengrass, we discuss how AWS Greengrass fits into the AWS 

Cloud development and delivery model. The talk wraps up with a demonstration of AWS Greengrass facilitating communication between a 

closed machine to machine (M2M) network and AWS IoT. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J0SAwEYqEfk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sMYAQtrsapM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3F-EJI1hrnE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3xbp6jD0A0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KPUDKjUcc5E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gGmpYcLEpkI


AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: IoT Security from Manufacturing to Maintenance (GPSTEC318) 

Speaker: Tim Mattison | APN Global Technology Lead - IoT, AWS 

The threat model for IoT devices is very different from the threat model for cloud applications. Customers must understand what these threats 

are, prioritize them effectively, and navigate the growing ecosystem of partners that give customers tools to build secure IoT solutions. We 

showcase how to leverage partner solutions to mitigate threats, explain how to avoid common pitfalls, and make it clear that all IoT solutions 

must incorporate end-to-end security from the start. We begin with the steps to take in the manufacturing process, how to provision and 

authenticate devices in the field, and we cover solutions that can help customers comply with IT requirements in the maintenance phase of the 

product lifecycle. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Build Once, Deploy Many: Architecting and Building Automated, Reusable Reference Deployments 

with AWS CloudFormation (GPSTEC319) 

Speaker: Santiago Cardenas | Partner Solutions Architect – Quick Start, AWS 

This session explains how to build reusable, maintainable AWS CloudFormation–based automation for AWS Cloud deployments. We have built 

over 50 Quick Start reference deployments with partners and customers, and will share this expertise with you. We explore the anatomy of a 

typical AWS CloudFormation template, dive deep into best practices for building Quick Start automation across Linux and Windows and 

explore useful design patterns. This expert-level session is for partners interested in building Quick Starts or other AWS CloudFormation–based 

automation. It requires familiarity with Git, shell scripting, Windows PowerShell, and AWS services like Amazon EC2, Amazon S3 and AWS 

CloudFormation. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Paving the Yellow Brick Road to the Cloud (GPSTEC320) 

Speaker: Mandus Momberg | Solutions Architect – Application Platform Segment Lead, AWS 

You want to go to the cloud, but you are blocked by legacy technical debt. In this session, we guide you into the cloud using trusted 

application platforms like OpenShift and CloudFoundry. Come learn how to unblock your migration and unwind an otherwise complicated 

transformation. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: VMware on AWS Cloud Technical Deep Dive & Native AWS Service Integration (GPSTEC321) 

Speakers: Wen Yu | Partner Solutions Architect, AWS 

  Ben Meadowcroft | Product Line Manager, VMware 

Do you know that customers can seamlessly migrate on-premises applications to VMware Cloud on AWS? Come learn the compute, network, 

and storage architecture of the VMware Cloud on AWS solution. In this session, we use practical, real-world customer use cases to dive deep on 

hybrid cloud network connectivity, data protection, and security best practices. Additionally, we highlight how to use native AWS services with 

VMware Software-Defined Data Center (SDDC) workloads. Expect to walk away with practical guidance and tips on helping customers with their 

VMware and AWS hybrid cloud journey. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: VPC Fundamentals, Connectivity Options, and Partners (GPSTEC322) 

Speaker: Matt Lehwess | Principal Solutions Architect, AWS 

In this session, we walk through the fundamentals of Amazon VPC. First, we cover build-out and design fundamentals for VPC, including picking 

your IP space, subnetting, routing, security, NAT, and much more. We then transition into different approaches and use cases for optionally 

connecting your VPC to your physical data center with VPN or AWS Direct Connect. This midlevel architecture discussion is aimed at architects, 

network administrators, and technology decision-makers interested in understanding the building blocks that AWS makes available with VPC. 

Learn how you can connect your VPC with your offices and current data center footprint. This session adds a focus on AWS Partners and where 

they are relevant in AWS networking. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: SaaS and OpenID Connect: The Secret Sauce of Multitenant Id (GPSTEC323) 

Speaker: Tod Golding | Partner Solutions Architect, Global SaaS Technology Lead, AWS 

Identity is a foundational element of SaaS design, and getting it right can be challenging. You need a strategy that allows you to connect users 

to tenants, roles, and policies in a seamless model that doesn't handcuff developers. Fortunately, identity providers and OpenID Connect give us 

a model that equips SaaS providers with the tools they need to address all the moving parts of SaaS identity. In this session, we dive into the 

details of how you can use these solutions to build a robust identity solution—a solution that covers binding identities to tenants, supports 

tenant and system roles, and isolates tenant access. The goal here is to provide a concrete example of how to orchestrate all of these elements 

of the SaaS identity model on AWS. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Storage for HPC in the Cloud (GPSTEC324) 

Speaker: Isaiah Weiner | Sr. Manager Solutions Architecture, AWS 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0KOAz_iLxsg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FU3_ljsUlgg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FU3_ljsUlgg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9XYzhXj4EQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hyLX0-YJ3_o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQuXJ6H7Kpw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jnFZGX2_T9U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dwtYI2jrGro


Unprecedented computational power for massively parallel applications creates unprecedented storage requirements. Learn about coherent 

storage clusters processing millions of IOPS at sub-millisecond latency, how to architect storage for HPC in the cloud, and how to do it all without 

breaking the bank. This session incorporates live demonstrations, including APN Competency Partner solutions. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Enterprise Storage (GPSTEC325) 

Speaker: Isaiah Weiner | Sr. Manager Solutions Architecture, AWS 

Dive deep into storage solutions for enterprise applications, debunk performance and availability perceptions, and learn about anti-patterns. 

Focusing on consulting and technology partner use cases, this session incorporates live demonstrations, including APN Competency Partner 

solutions. Attendees learn about reference architectures for enterprise storage solutions and how to incorporate components into new solutions 

for enterprise workloads. 

AWS re:Invent 2017: GPS: Industry 4.0: AI and the Future of Manufacturing (GPSTEC326) 

Speakers: Tom “Elvis” Jones | Solutions Architect, AWS 

       David Mitchell, Siemens 

Advances in artificial intelligence, machine learning, and deep learning, along with the rapid deployment of Internet of Things (IoT) devices, are 

changing how physical products are designed and built. In this session, learn how AWS partners Siemens and Autodesk use AWS to enhance the 

design process and how they're incorporating AWS services into their products and smart factories. We explore how these trends impact the 

future of design and manufacturing. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hx4sYwYstM0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xwO7G8Iu_f4

